
Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
D

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
D

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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u/ ■ \ ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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DearP

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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^J coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy.

Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

Oaamcrp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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i w1 ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear__
-

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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n All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 

coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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l ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.V;v
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tkyof ^Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.*\ N ry
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Dear

iHaaaiqp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.iri
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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Sf\-> ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
@B303P&$33

(ajaamoop For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.H t

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.A
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Dear

Qteamtqp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
D

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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■f ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.ir<Li h

-o- All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
.50033

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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*& ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear(rteeft RaSSs
(cfeSHCp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been

carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.% sTi,
All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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teuV ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags./
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Dear
%

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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r" j. All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
D

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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j/Dear ■
O

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.%
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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'J vV ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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kAcu^ffTDear
@7333

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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‘ All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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LA can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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^ ^loy. t ^o">Dear f\'i1 W-rlcO

QMnmp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.i % ¥
All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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LJV can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
O

(SfeSKCDp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.L / Wr
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Dear - {/LlX^O

QJaamcnp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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£/{A/yer fAyjDear

(ghCTnpnp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.\1
All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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\ All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags./
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DearD

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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\/Dear IA"1 P-
:*te3a3fe^as(gfeairap For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been

carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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A3A, L~o<, At can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
dtosefiffecifis

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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*1 *Vs[Js s ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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j/Dear iM UL
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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[^e'^3 4 M/ -c k ^ can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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IV All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Au^A V ,Dear
D

(sDssaejp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Sincerely,it
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fv\fV \| flV?— \/ ,Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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can lead the way in taking on this sea of 

take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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\JDear<93335 IT&3033
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.

o

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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*vV5? can lead the way in taking on this sea of 

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Sincerely,ii
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i/1 W 1/ '/ ~~Dear.0ESaZB03
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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**T* All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.> A

Ju\ L% •4
i «(S can lead the way in taking on this sea of 

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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HDear £L itI D

(cfeaEcnp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.V

i All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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X i, n can lead the way in taking on this sea of 

plastic. I urgefou to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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bk(\ UDear
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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" i •1 V/ ; nx/ ^iw*; ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Sincerely,
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Dear0

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy, 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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V.AfA vy 4.-. A ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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PA /Dear»

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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MV-£ ■pv %>®§ * \s ___________________ can lead the way In taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear fAtC-v->f3(SBaEGPfeeaas
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.

o

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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U1? jWjJL. can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.l /
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Dear
7

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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s: > ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

Oarnnqp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.% % ■

■I All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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s!?- 9 ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Sincerely,
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Dear
D

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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\flu y\n « ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Sincerely,
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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IV ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Deare»
*

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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T'1 1\ All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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/V w Vr ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags,
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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.Mr-' All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 

coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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m tv■? ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear@P3a3[?EXs0S3<§D For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

.W \•8 ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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tiA-R-rn T>£^rp> 0 £Dear@D©£l3IT£x3)uto(sDasnqp For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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\ All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 

coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

L0<> A.Mg, fcrL b^an lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear®DQ5fi[>&s0S3
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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* ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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DearSDeefif&fiSs
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.V' I t f. t■ % -irt
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 

d'.'j plastic pollution.
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i ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.iis
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/nojf,DrDear(Soosfi [?&sBSs
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

LX Aixlki _ can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge ycra to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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DearESSlSSIiB
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.1it
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,W All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.t'1'—IIV
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can lead the way in taking on this sea of 

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.pi i
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/!/]&¥& rDear i@B303[?&Sfi3
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.1fl1 A*v

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution. ,
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can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
u to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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A)awrDearSoeefitT&Sufe
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.Vr-'#■ V

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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44 can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.m i
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DearSDQSfi
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.i W %OL # VV\L\« All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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La£^V\$Wvft^can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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DearScogau^aas
For decades, billions of pounds ofplasticand othertrash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.

411 •)

v\;I"
V A All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 

coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

W V &\jii

14 . V* ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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- i'i I Sincerely;
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Dear-A^

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.

o)

*% I
All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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*:\ ssM ss tv ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.u ivfrA v

Sincerely,
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.

Dear r__________ ,

(ffloaDODop

I . wyir\ b
All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

i
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■ j. can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.fV

m!- \ A
Sincerely,
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MawDear 4^
®DQ33[fQ^LLl3 (

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.

i t
i. 1% “ '
I 1 All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 

coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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t- V Lo< CUJ^ can lead the way in taking on this sea of 

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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i Sincerely,t -i&'A
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Dearaoeaa [Salute
For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.i t t S

\ n A All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

\f4 4 1
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- V v* ^ V
rV'TV
Vjj i'i ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.m i
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n - Sincerely,

i
<>co'-rf/}. Ia/ifC______
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Dear
<SC33EG UExsQSe

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.i 1v

% l 1'\
All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

IXI■ 7

•Vv
* ___________________ can lead the way

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
sea of■sT.n
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Sincerely,HiL *: 'JK
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Dear
@73085^33Si For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 

carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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A 1 All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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______ _______ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Sincerely,■ *i
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